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Abstract
Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis is a motoneuron degenerative disease that is challenging to diagnose and
presents with considerable variability in survival. Early identification and enhanced understanding of
symptomatic patterns could aid in diagnosis and provide an avenue for monitoring disease progression.
Use of the mSOD1  mouse model provides control of the confounding environmental factors and
genetic heterogeneity seen in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis patients, while investigating underlying
disease-induced changes. In the present study, we performed a longitudinal behavioral assessment
paradigm and identified an early hindlimb symptom, resembling the common gait abnormality foot drop,
along with an accompanying forelimb compensatory mechanism in the mSOD1  mouse. Following
these initial changes, mSOD1 mice displayed a temporary hindlimb compensatory mechanism resembling
an exaggerated steppage gait. As the disease progressed, these compensatory mechanisms were not
sufficient to sustain fundamental locomotor parameters and more severe deficits appeared. We next applied
these initial findings to investigate the inherent variability in B6SJL mSOD1  survival. We identified
four behavioral variables that, when combined in a cluster analysis, identified two subpopulations with
different disease progression rates: a fast progression group and a slow progression group. This behavioral
assessment paradigm, with its analytical approaches, provides a method for monitoring disease progression
and detecting mSOD1 subgroups with different disease severities. This affords researchers an opportunity
to search for genetic modifiers or other factors that likely enhance or slow disease progression. Such
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factors are possible therapeutic targets with the potential to slow disease progression and provide insight
into the underlying pathology and disease mechanisms.
Keywords: nerve regeneration, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, motoneuron degenerative disease,
locomotor, disease progression, disease variability, SOD1 mouse, neural regeneration
Introduction
Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is the most common adult motoneuron (MN) degenerative disease.
This rapidly progressing disease affects voluntary muscle movement and ultimately leads to respiratory
failure and other pulmonary complications (Brooks, 2000; Wijesekera and Leigh, 2009; Naganska and
Matyja, 2011). Initial symptoms, such as weakness, muscle atrophy, fasciculations, and hyperreflexia
appear gradually and often go unnoticed for a period of time (Swinnen and Robberecht, 2014). The wide
variety of individual clinical features compromises the certainty of diagnosis and, to date, there are no
well-established biological diagnostic markers (Chaudhuri et al., 1995). Thus, the diagnosis of ALS
requires clinical evidence of both upper and lower MN signs with a progressive spread of symptoms as
well as an absence of evidence for other non-ALS conditions, injuries, or diseases (Brooks et al., 2000).
Therefore, at the time of diagnosis, the disease is often entering final stages, and severe MN degeneration
has already occurred.
Earlier identification of symptoms and a greater understanding of symptomatic patterns will not only
effectuate the diagnosis of ALS, but also provide an avenue for monitoring disease progression rates,
which is critical. While mean survival is approximately three years from diagnosis, there is considerable
variability in the lifespan of patients (Swinnen and Robberecht, 2014). Subgroups of patients exist which
present with very rapid or slow disease progression rates, with accompanying life expectancies ranging
from only 1.5 years to more than 18 years (Ratovitski et al., 1999; Grohme et al., 2001; Czaplinski et al.,
2006). In addition to being a challenge for patients and clinicians, this incredible variability has been
identified as a factor that complicates clinical trials (de Carvalho and Swash, 2006; Swinnen and
Robberecht, 2014; Wolf et al., 2014). Genetic studies have determined that a small portion (10%) of ALS
cases are inherited (familial ALS [fALS]); whereas the majority (90%) are sporadic (sALS). While some
patients with inherited ALS-causing mutations do display some uniformity in their progression rates, a
majority of patients, even those possessing the same mutation, display progression rates that are
exceedingly variable (Abe et al., 1996; Maeda et al., 1997; Broom et al., 2006; Piaceri et al., 2012).
The variability in disease progression rates displayed by ALS patients carrying the same gene mutation
suggests that there is no straightforward relationship between genetic cause and phenotype. It is likely that
environmental and/or genetic factors modify the age of onset and disease progression. Identification of
these modifiers could lead to therapeutic targets with the potential to delay onset or attenuate disease
progression rates (Swinnen and Robberecht, 2014). In an effort to control for or reduce genetic
heterogeneity and environmental factors, researchers are studying single families with the same, inherited
ALS-causing mutation, but high intrafamilial phenotypic variability (Regal et al., 2006; Kim et al., 2007;
Lopate et al., 2010; Penco et al., 2011).
Studying disease phenotypes in patients is confounded by numerous environmental factors, genetic
heterogeneity, small sample sizes, and limitations of in vivo cellular or tissue analysis that can be
performed throughout the disease course. Fortunately, ALS mouse models expressing fALS mutations,
such as the superoxide dismutase-1, glycine 93 to alanine mutation (mSOD1 ), emulates the
pathological disease progression seen in patients (Gurney et al., 1994; Chiu et al., 1995; Saeed et al.,
2009). mSOD1  mice, referred to as mSOD1 mice throughout this manuscript, appear to develop
normally into adulthood but, around 100 days of age, display gross motor impairments and reveal
significant MN loss in the lumbar spinal cord and brainstem nuclei (Chiu et al., 1995).
G93A
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Research has determined that the background strain of the ALS mouse model can impact disease
progression (Heiman-Patterson et al., 2005). In an effort to study the variability in disease progression and
search for disease modifiers in mice, scientists have been analyzing the genomes of mSOD1 mice on
different background strains with differences in lifespan (Nardo et al., 2013). Our laboratory has been
utilizing mSOD1 mice on the B6SJL hybrid background because these mice display relatively high
variability with respect to symptom onset and survival compared to other background strains (Hamson et
al., 2002; Heiman-Patterson et al., 2005, 2011; Knippenberg et al., 2010). Therefore, studying the B6SJL
mSOD1 model offers the desired, inherent variability in survival while greatly reducing confounding
genetic heterogeneity. However, the challenges of utilizing this model for studying differences in the
severity of disease progression mirror those challenges experienced by those studying ALS patients.
Unless the study is restricted to post-mortem analysis, it requires accurate identification of the severity of
disease progression rate in vivo and prediction of survival, particularly for testing the effects of
therapeutics on specific subgroups or analyzing gene expression difference throughout disease progression.
Using the B6SJL mSOD1 mouse, our laboratory has previously identified two subpopulations with
different disease progression rates, a fast progression group (FPG) and a slow progression group (SPG;
Haulcomb et al., 2015). Specifically, we utilized six behavioral tests in combination to generate a motor
score, which was used to calculate the rate of mSOD1 motor function decline from 98 to 112 days of age.
Using the rate of motor score decline, we performed a two-step cluster analysis and identified the presence
of two mSOD1 subgroups. At 112 days of age, increased disease-induced molecular expression within the
facial motor nucleus of the FPG, confirmed the presence of a more severe disease phenotype in
comparison with that of the SPG.
In the present study, we employed an external, longitudinal behavioral assessment paradigm in order to
accomplish two major aims. The first aim was to investigate and assess the evolution of biomechanical and
locomotor changes that occur throughout disease progression. A greater understanding of the symptomatic
patterns will be important for not only researchers utilizing rodent models, but also for future development
of patient-focused programs for early identification and diagnosis of ALS, as well as for monitoring
disease progression rate. Interestingly, our findings revealed that early disease-induced effects lead to
alterations in the most basic biomechanical components, which represent compensatory mechanisms,
rather than direct measures of motor deficits. Much later changes represent the classic symptoms of motor
deficits commonly associated with MN degenerative diseases. A more thorough understanding of how the
degree of motor weakness is reflected by changes in biomechanics and locomotor parameters will allow
for ongoing assessment of disease progression rate and potentially, early prediction of overall disease
severity.
Our second major aim was to utilize the wealth of behavioral data generated to identify and validate a
more inclusive cluster method, comprising a combination of individual trajectory-based locomotor data
sets, to assign mSOD1 mice to their respective subgroups. After analyzing hundreds of locomotor variable
combinations, we successfully identified four variables for use in our trajectory-based cluster method;
maximum speed, body weight, motor score, and print positions right. Following group assignments, we
confirmed that the more severe disease phenotype, displayed by the FPG, correlated with a significant
decrease in survival, compared to the SPG. We also identified a key set of additional locomotor variables
that proved useful for monitoring disease progression rates among these subgroups. Surprisingly, the
variables that identified the early disease-induced compensatory changes in mSOD1 mice, compared to
WT, were distinguished from the variables used to identify the mSOD1 subgroups, as well as those
variables that most accurately monitor differences in FPG and SPG disease progression. The ability to
identify mSOD1 subgroups with the same background strain, but different inherent disease progression
rates, which correlate with survival, presents a unique opportunity to search for genetic modifiers that
could lead to potential therapeutic targets capable of attenuating disease progression rates or furthering our
understanding of disease mechanisms. In addition, identification and monitoring of gait abnormalities in
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ALS patients, which are able to predict disease progression rates and disease severity, could have a
powerful impact on patient care and may lead to more effective patient-focused treatment programs.
Materials and Methods
Animals
For all experiments, female B6SJL wild-type (WT; No. 100012; n = 16) and B6SJL transgenic
mSOD1  high copy number (B6SJL-Tg[SOD1-G93A]1Gur; No. 002726; n = 24) mice were
purchased from The Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME, USA). All 40 mice had the same date of birth
and were included in this study at five weeks of age (approximately 16 g in body weight). Large groups of
mice were used for the behavioral assessments, as suggested by the guidelines for preclinical animal
research in ALS (Ludolph et al., 2007, 2010). All animal procedures were performed in accordance with
institutional and National Institutes of Health guidelines for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals for
research purposes and were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (approval
protocol 11227). Mice were housed under a 12-hour light/dark cycle in autoclaved microisolator cages,
and autoclaved pellets and drinking water were provided ad libitum. The housing facility was equipped
with a laminar flow system to maintain a pathogen-free environment. Mice were permitted to acclimate to
their environment for three days prior to any procedures or testing. Female mice were used for all
experiments to maintain consistency with previous studies and because of their reduced aggressive
behavior, relative to males, during group housing (Batka et al., 2014; Haulcomb et al., 2014, 2015).
All animal handling and behavioral testing was performed by the same three female researches at the same
time on each testing day, approximately four hours into the light cycle. The order in which the mice were
tested was rotated every testing day, and the mouse strain and identification information was coded by an
uninvolved investigator prior to the onset of testing. Body weight (g) was assessed daily for each subject,
from 50 days of age until euthanasia. Mice were provided with an initial six day training period where they
were exposed to, and trained to perform, the various behavioral tests. Following the training period, mice
were tested daily from 50 days of age until they were physically unable to complete the specific behavioral
test (retirement date). The retirement date for an individual mSOD1 with respect to the specific test was
solely dependent on the subject's physical inability to successfully complete the behavioral task. In order to
balance the weight of the groups, sets of WT mice (randomly selected, individual WT mice) were retired
from certain tests after a comparable percentage of mSOD1 mice had reached retirement. Similarly, groups
of WT mice were euthanized after a comparable percentage of mSOD1 mice reached end-stage criteria and
were euthanized.
mSOD1 mice were monitored daily for moribund criteria (end-stage disease), which consisted of an
inability to right themselves within 30 seconds after being placed on their side (Yang et al., 2011). After
these criteria were met, mice were euthanized by CO  asphyxiation. Tissue samples were collected, flash
frozen, and stored at –80°C for analysis in future studies. The first mSOD1 mouse reached end-stage and
was euthanized at 120 days of age and the last mSOD1 mouse survived until 164 days of age.
Behavioral assessment: Open Field Activity
Open field activity was assessed, for individual mice, as a general measure of locomotor function and
voluntary activity. For two minutes, mice were permitted to move freely within a clean, transparent acrylic
box (46 × 33 × 19 cm ). The test was video recorded from above and mice were tracked using ANY-maze
Video Tracking Software version 4.73 (Stoelting Co., Wood Dale, IL, USA). Eight variables were
measured: mean speed (cm/s), distance traveled (cm), maximum (max) speed (cm/s), number of mobile
episodes, time inactive (s), time immobile (s), time mobile (s), and time active (s). Mice were tested every
other day starting at 50 days of age. Retirement dates for mSOD1 mice began as early as 118 days of age
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Mice were observed for motor impairments and manually scored using a combination of six scored
assessments yielding a motor score, as previously described (Haulcomb et al., 2015). This particular
variable measures a combination of motor deficits in terms of muscle strength, balance, coordination,
dysmetria, body posture, smoothness of movements and the ability to support body weight. For an in-depth
description see Haulcomb et al. (2014) and Haulcomb et al. (2015). In the present study, motor score
assessment was performed every other day and video recorded, beginning on day 50 and continuing until
retirement. Retirement dates for mSOD1 mice began as early as 118 days of age and ended when the last
set of mice were retired at 164 days of age.
Behavioral assessment: Grip Strength Test
As an additional measure of neuromuscular impairment, mice were assessed weekly using the Grip
Strength Test (BIOSEB, Vitrolles, France). The Grip Strength Test measures the maximal peak force (g) of
the rodent's grip at a sampling resolution of 1,000 Hz. Two separate attachments were used on alternative
testing days to assess the force exerted by a different combination of paws. The bar accessory is a stainless
steel attachment comprising an 80 mm bar, allowing the mouse to grip with both front paws. The animal
handler, holding the mouse by the tail, allows the mouse to grip the bar with both front paws, then pulls the
mouse away from the apparatus until the mouse releases. The maximal peak force of the combined front
paws is generated. The second accessory, the grid attachment, is a stainless steel grid (200 × 80 mm ;
angled 20°) that provides a combined measure of maximal peak force generated from all four paws as the
handler pulls the mouse away from the apparatus. Individual mice generated two, repeated Grip Strength
measures each testing day which were averaged.
Initially, mice were tested daily using the grid attachment on even days and the bar attachment on odd
days. However, after 10 days of testing, it was clear that the Grip Strength measurements from all 40 mice,
including WT, were on a consistent and steady decline. We determined that although the mice were placing
their paws on the attachments, they were not actually gripping. We concluded that daily testing for the
Grip Strength test was too frequent and we changed the testing interval for both the bar and the grid to
weekly, as opposed to daily. Weekly testing for the Grip Strength-bar commenced at 67 days of age, while
the Grip Strength-grid testing began at 68 days of age. The first mSOD1 mouse was retired from the Grip
Strength-bar testing at 116 days of age and the last group of mice were tested at 158 days of age. The first
mSOD1 mouse was retired from the Grip Strength-grid testing at 117 days of age and the last group of
mice were tested at 152 days of age. Only 23 mSOD1 mice were included in the Grip Strength analyses
because one mouse developed a tail wound and could no longer perform these tests.
Behavioral assessment: gait analysis
Gait analysis was performed using the CatWalk Automated Gait Analysis System (Noldus Information
Technology, Leesburg, VA, USA; software version XT 9.1). Mice were tested once every other day, using
the same procedures and criteria as previously described (Batka et al., 2014). Testing began at 51 days of
age and continued until individual mSOD1 mice were unable to generate compliant runs and were
subsequently retired. The first mSOD1 mouse was retired from CatWalk as early as 109 days of age and
the last set of mice were tested at 153 days of age. After testing at 75 days of age, we experienced a failure
of one of the light components on the apparatus, which was replaced within five days, however, there was
no data regarding CatWalk collection performed on the two testing days corresponding to 77 and 79 days
of age.
CatWalk data collection and variable exclusion
For every compliant run acquired for an individual mouse, CatWalk generates data for 185 separate
variables. We required a minimum of three compliant runs per mouse per day and accepted a maximum of
10 runs per mouse per day. Compliant run criteria were set at a minimum of 12 consecutive steps and 40%
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maximum speed variation per run. All individual runs were coded and assessed by a blind analyst to verify
that all paws were correctly identified by the software; left front (LF), right front (RF), left hind (LH), and
right hind (RH).
Although CatWalk generates 185 separate variables, we limited the number of extraneous and redundant
variables used in further statistical analysis. Since the CatWalk data would later be normalized to the speed
of the animal, we excluded the average speed variable and eight individual body speed-to-paw variables.
Maximum variation and average run duration variables were also not assessed. In addition, we also
excluded 11 variables requiring additional manual classification; sciatic functional index (FI), peroneal FI,
posterior tibial FI, toe spread, paw angle body axis, and various individual paw angle movement vectors.
Coupling patters and phase dispersions measure the timing of placement between two paws and comprise a
total of 56 variables. Because these measures are somewhat redundant, we eliminated the 18 phase
dispersions and 25 of the coupling pattern variables. While each coupling pattern yields a separate variable
for the normal mean, CStat (circular statistic) mean and CStat R (variation; Batka et al., 2014), only the
coupling pattern variables reflecting the normal mean were included for analysis, resulting in 11 distinct
variables representing the different anchor paw → target paw sequences. Among the remaining 120
variables, 22 variables are specific paw/limb variables, yielding a total of 88 individual variables for each
of the four paws/limbs (LF, RF, LH, and RH). Since no lateral differences were identified between
contralateral paws or limbs, variables for the right and left paws/limbs were averaged together, resulting in
22 front paw/limb variables and 22 hind paw/limb variables. Thus, a total of 109 CatWalk variables were
excluded, leaving 76 variables for future analysis.
Normalization for speed and weight
We have previously shown that a large majority of CatWalk reported variables are significantly related to
speed (Batka et al., 2014). The speed-dependency relationship is not uniform and is often unique to each
variable with respect to magnitude, direction, mathematical function, and graphical appearance. Thus, we
developed a statistical method that allowed for these variables to be analyzed in the context of speed by
first linearizing the individual speed-variable relationships and then used a linear mixed model (LMM)
with speed included as a covariate (Batka et al., 2014). Within a study by Batka et al. (2014), we
demonstrated the necessity of including speed as a covariate by comparing front swing speed of the
fastest-running mice vs. the slowest-running mice. Without normalizing the data for variations in the
animal's speed, we detected a significant difference between the groups. However, after including speed as
a covariate, no differences were identified between front swing speed of the fast-running group compared
to that of the slower group. While this method provided a notable approach to locomotion analysis, it was
time-demanding and required multiple data processing steps.
In the present study, we have identified a more automated method, using regression analysis that allows for
the inclusion of covariates. For the CatWalk variables, we not only included speed as a covariate, but also
elected to include body weight because 1) numerous CatWalk variables are influenced by the amount of
pressure applied to the paws and 2) it is well-established that while young adult WT mice will be
increasing in body weight longitudinally, mSOD1 mice will experience a significant decrease (Azzouz et
al., 1997). The regression analysis was performed on individual CatWalk variables using a set of
independent variables: body weight, speed, speed , speed , and the common logarithm of speed. These
variables were used to identify the best fitting curve-linear relationship between speed and weight on each
CatWalk variable. The difference between the new predicted value from the regression line and the actual
data point yielded a residual for every CatWalk run. A positive or negative residual indicates whether the
observed value was above or below the expected value based on the animal's speed. Adjusted values were
then created by adding the residual to the overall mean for each variable, which converts the residual back
to the scale of the original data (SAS/STAT, Cary, NC, USA; software version 9.4). The result is speed and
weight neutralized data which provides assurance that decreases in speed and body weight of mSOD1
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mice with time are not revealed as biomechanical changes (Batka et al., 2014). Also, importantly, the
speed and weight neutralized data preserves the number of data points per mouse while retaining the
original scale. The maximal peak force measurements obtained from Grip Strength can also be influenced
by significant differences in body weight, thus, Grip Strength data was normalized for body weight in the
same manner as the CatWalk data. The remaining variables, body weight, motor score, and the eight ANY-
maze variables, were not normalized for speed or weight.
Additional CatWalk data processing
Subsequent to the normalization, the multiple CatWalk data points which were generated per mouse, per
day, per variable, as a result of multiple runs, were averaged together to yield one data point, per variable,
per mouse, per testing day.
Generating individual variable trajectories
For all 88 variables (76 CatWalk, eight ANY-maze, two Grip Strength, one motor score, and one body
weight), plots of individual trajectories were created for each animal across all testing days (SAS/GRAPH
Cary, NC, US; software, version 9.4).
Baseline adjustment
We limited the scope of our analysis to deviations of the mSOD1 group, with respect to WT, to after
behavioral testing had begun. Therefore, all variables underwent baseline adjustment, using the first three
consecutive days of testing for CatWalk (51, 53, and 55 days of age), ANY-maze, and motor score (50, 52,
and 55 days), the first five consecutive days of testing for body weight (50–55 days), and the first testing
day/week for the two Grip Strength measures (67 and 68 days). Any differences in the WT vs. mSOD1
baselines were split and the values were uniformly subtracted from the mice in each group across all data
points for that particular variable. Thus, for every variable, the WT and mSOD1 groups began at the same
baseline and therefore, we could effectively limit our assessment to any changes or deviations in the
trajectories of the mSOD1 group thereafter.
Further restrictions on variable inclusion
During data processing, it was determined that some variables were not used by mice or the measurements
obtained were negligible. For these reasons the following 11 variables were excluded from further
analysis: support four, normal step sequence patterns (NSSP) Ra and Rb (rotary step patterns), girdle
support, lateral support, front and hind terminal dual stance, front and hind stand index, as well as front
and hind initial dual stance. In addition, we excluded several variables that appeared redundant and are as
follows: Print positions left was excluded in lieu of print positions right, number of steps was excluded in
lieu of cadence (steps/s), and mean speed was eliminated in lieu of max speed. Many paw intensity and
paw contact variables are generated for an individual run. We restricted number of paw print variables to
include front and hind paw print length (cm), width (cm), and area (cm2); front and hind max contact at
(%); front and hind max intensity at (%), for a total of 10 variables. We excluded variations of these
measurements: front and hind max contact area, front and hind max contact max intensity, front and hind
max contact mean intensity, front and hind min intensity, front and hind mean intensity, front and hind
mean intensity 15, and front and hind max intensity (a total of 17 variables excluded). For variable
descriptions see Batka et al. (2014) or Noldus (2011). After this additional limitation, 48 CatWalk or 60
total variables remained for further analysis.
Statistical analysis: WT vs. mSOD1 groups
The first aim of the present study was to improve our understanding of how disease progression affects
biomechanical components and locomotor parameters in mSOD1 mice. In order to objectively determine
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which variables are most influenced by disease, we performed multiple statistical analyses to assess
differences between WT and mSOD1 group trajectories. We utilized Growth Curve Analysis (GCA) for
each CatWalk variable to fit models in two forms: one with group (WT vs. mSOD1), time (linear and
quadratic terms), and group by time interactions; and the other with effects for time, but no effects for
group. We used Likelihood Ratio Tests (LRT) to compare the fit of the two versions of the model and to
identify whether the model including group membership was significantly better than the model that
ignored group membership. Where the LRT showed significant improvement (p ≤ 0.05) in the model with
group membership, we concluded that there was a significant difference between WT and mSOD1 mice
for the given variable (SAS/STAT software, version 9.4). Variables that were not highly significantly
different (X2(4) < 25; p > 0.0001) from the LRT were not considered to be useful for comparing WT vs.
mSOD1 and were not analyzed further.
WT and mSOD1 group comparisons were analyzed, for each variable, using a Repeated Measures (RM)
LMM with post-hoc tests, for each testing day (SAS/STAT software, version 9.4). High variability in
symptom progression among mSOD1 mice on the B6SJL hybrid background (Heiman-Patterson et al.,
2005; Haulcomb et al., 2015) and the relatively high frequency of testing performed, required a defined
criteria to confirm the presence of mSOD1 and WT differences. Statistically significant differences (p ≤
0.05) between means of mSOD1 and WT groups over three consecutive testing days was considered the
onset of changes for that particular variable. Identification of three consecutive testing days with non-
significant differences was considered the end of group differences for that particular variable. This
additional requirement for identifying the presence of group differences serves the purpose of
substantiation and reduces the likelihood of false positives.
Based on the LRT criteria, and a lack of differences as determined by the LMM, the following variables
revealed no notable differences between mSOD1 mice and WT across time: mobile episodes, time active,
time immobile, time inactive, time mobile, support zero, support single, support three, hind base of support
(BOS; cm), number of patterns, NSSP Ab (alternate step pattern), NSSP Ca and Cb (cruciate step
patterns), girdle couplings RH→LH, LH→RH, LF→RF, and diagonal coupling RF→LH, front stand
phase, front and hind paw print width, and max contact at hind (data not shown). Of importance is the
finding that the five ANY maze variables (listed above), which analyze voluntary activity, did not reveal
any measurable differences between WT and mSOD1 mice across the study. These variables were
purposefully included and analyzed up to this point in order determine whether mSOD1 mice would
reduce their activity level with disease progression and motor impairments. However, no differences were
identified between WT and mSOD1 mice for activity-related variables: mobile episodes, time active, time
immobile, time inactive, and time mobile (data not shown). Thus, based on our additional limitation
criteria we excluded 21 variables from the WT vs. mSOD1 analysis, although several of these excluded
variables are discussed within the results section in the context of other, related changes. The remaining
more manageable set of variables were used for the WT vs. mSOD1 analysis, the mSOD1 cluster analysis,
and the subsequent FPG vs. SPG analysis. These remaining 39 variables include: 33 CatWalk, two ANY-
maze, two Grip Strength, motor score, and body weight.
Classification of variables
Many of the CatWalk variables measure biomechanical components, which make up the basic step cycle.
The step cycle, depicted in Figure 1, is defined as the duration (s) between two consecutive contacts of the
same paw (a front or hind paw) and can be broken down into a stand or stance phase and a swing phase.
Stand phase is the duration of paw contact, while swing phase is the duration of the elevated and
accelerating paw (Scholle et al., 2010). During the swing phase, swing speed (cm/s), or the velocity of the
elevated paw, can be measured (swing speed = stride length/swing), while several paw print-related
variables are analyzed during the stand phase. When a paw is in contact with the glass surface, paw print
length (cm) and area (cm2) can be measured. In addition, max contact at (%) and max intensity at (%) are
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both assessed during stand and are based on the percentage of the stand phase where the paw is at
maximum contact (max contact at) or maximum intensity (maximum intensity at). Max contact at is
important for determining the percentage of the stand phase where the paw makes full contact. Max
intensity at is an assessment of the pressure placed on the paw throughout the stand phase, providing a
measure for changes in leg loading or weight bearing (Noldus, 2011). Slight changes in the duration of the
stand and/or swing phases can be readily assessed by calculating duty cycle. Duty cycle is defined as the
percentage of the step cycle devoted to the stand phase vs. the swing phase (duty cycle % = stand
phase/step cycle).
We adopted a functional classification method in order to analyze and discuss the results of the different
behavioral tests performed in the present study. Biomechanical component variables include both a front
and hind of the following: swing speed, swing phase, stand phase, duty cycle, max intensity at, max
contact at, paw print length, width, and area. Fundamental locomotor elements are variables that are
essential for maintenance of normal gait patterns and basic locomotion. Fundamental locomotor elements
include: cadence, print positions right, regularity index (%), inter-paw coupling patterns, and front and
hind components of stride length (cm), step cycle, and single stance (s). Fundamental locomotor elements
are dependent on and maintained by the combined actions of biomechanical components. Gross motor
parameters are made up of variables that measure defined gait patterns, muscle strength and mass, as well
as gross locomotion. Gross motor parameters include: NSSP, motor score, max speed, distance, body
weight, Grip Strength, and BOS.
Identification of mSOD1 subgroups
Previously, we used cluster analysis on the rate of motor score decline (from 98 days of age, or symptom
onset, to 112 days of age) in order to identify two mSOD1 subgroups with different symptom progression
rates (Haulcomb et al., 2015). In the present study, we have expanded this method to use the entire mouse
trajectory, as opposed to just slope, and, in addition, combined a set of variables in order to assign
individual mSOD1 mice to the FPG or SPG. This approach provides an objective and more reliable
method to identify and classify individual subjects into groups based on changes in functional disease
markers.
An exhaustive number of different variable combinations were evaluated using the K-Means for Joint
Longitudinal Data (KML3D; R Foundation, Vienna, Austria, R software version 3.2.2; Genolini et al.,
2015). Variables were first selected as candidates based only on a showing of significant LRT differences
in the GCA models. Groups of candidate variables (ranging from 16, down to just three) were entered into
the KMLD3 function which generates a set of possible two cluster solutions. Cluster solutions were ranked
by the Calinski and Harabasz criterion to indicate solution quality (Calinski and Harabasz, 1974). We
rejected any cluster solution where one cluster comprised ≤ six mice (25% of the total mSOD1); so as not
to inadvertently identify outliers as one of the mSOD1 subgroups. The variable selection process for use in
the cluster analysis included several approaches. Variables were ranked in order of degree of general
separation between WT and mSOD1 trajectories in GCA analyses, those with higher mSOD1 variability
compared to WT, variables with very early mSOD1 changes, variables that are functionally related, and
several combinations of the aforementioned. The FPG and SPG groups created in the cluster analyses were
then analyzed using euthanasia date. Survival analysis was performed using the Logrank (Mantel-Cox) test
(GraphPad Prism, La Jolla, CA, USA; software version 6.07).
Statistical analysis: FPG vs. SPG
Once mSOD1 groups were assigned, the 60 variables from the behavioral analysis, minus the four
variables used in the cluster analysis, were re-analyzed for differences between FPG and SPG. Trajectories
were observed graphically as well as analyzed using the LMM to identify significant differences between
FPG and SPG, as described above. Variables with the most significant differences and those which
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displayed a clear divergence between the group trajectories were selected. These variables verified that the
cluster analysis was successful in not only separating the mSOD1 subgroups based on survival, but also on
the severity of disease progression, as measured by numerous biomechanical and locomotor variables.
These selected variables were also identified as potentially useful for assessing disease progression rates of
mSOD1 subgroups in future studies. Linear regression analysis was performed using individual mSOD1
data points and a 95% confidence interval (GraphPad Prism, version 6.07).
Msod1 gene copy number analysis
Differences in Msod1 transgene copy number affect disease phenotypes and survival in mSOD1 mouse
models (i.e., high copy vs. low copy number mSOD1 mice; Dal Canto and Gurney, 1995). Although we
have previously shown that slight variations in Msod1 copy number do not correlate with differences in
disease progression rates (Haulcomb et al., 2015), in the present study we again performed Msod1 copy
number analysis among mSOD1 mice. We obtained tail samples (0.5 cm) at 38 days of age, and a second
tail sample (0.5 cm) from each individual mSOD1 mouse, immediately following euthanasia (for control
purposes). All tail samples were analyzed to determine Msod1 copy numbers using the method previously
described (Haulcomb et al., 2015). No differences in copy number were detected between the two tail
samples for individual subjects, so the two values were averaged together to generate an Msod1 copy
number for each mouse. To verify that slight differences in Msod1 copy numbers did not correlate with
survival or end-stage, a linear regression analysis was performed with the Msod1  vs. euthanasia date
(GraphPad Prism version 6.07). Results revealed no correlation between Msod1 copy number and
euthanasia date; Slope = –0.005 ± 0.016, R  = 0.004, p = 0.768 (data not shown).
Results
Initial biomechanical changes included mSOD1 hindlimb foot drop and a forelimb
compensatory mechanism at 61 days of age
Disease-induced changes were first detected 11 days into our comprehensive behavioral assessment. These
initial changes included nine biomechanical components. Significant changes in a set of biomechanical
components all at once are often representative of a compensatory mechanism. Alterations in various
biomechanical components can work together to compensate for biological changes while maintaining the
fundamental locomotor elements and ultimately gross motor parameters.
An increase in hind paw print length during the stand phase (Figure 2A) in mSOD1 mice was identified as
early as 61 days of age (WT, 0.685 ± 0.021; mSOD1, 0.740 ± 0.017; p = 0.038), in comparison to WT
mice. These changes persisted until late disease stage or 129 days of age (LRT diff = 101.88; p < 0.001).
Subsequently, hind paw print area was also increased in mSOD1 mice, compared to WT (LRT diff =
95.92; p < 0.001), starting at 69 days of age (data not shown). These changes in the context of the
additional forelimb biomechanical component alterations are likely to be an indicator of the classic gait
abnormality, foot drop. Foot drop is an indication of muscle weakness or a loss of control necessary for
plantarflexion during the heel strike and often causes the foot to slap the floor (Djekidel and Harb, 2006).
Changes in seven additional biomechanical components accompanying the identification of the foot drop
symptom were also identified at this time. In combination, this set of changes, described below, suggests a
forward-shift in the mSOD1 center-of-gravity as a compensatory mechanism to counteract disease-induced
weakness of the hindlimbs. At 61 days of age, the mSOD1 group experienced a significant decrease in
front swing phase duration compared to WT (LRT diff = 113.37; p < 0.001; Figure 2B), which persisted
until end-stage disease (WT, 0.088 ± 0.002; mSOD1, 0.080 ± 0.001; p < 0.001). This decrease in time
spent in front swing phase duration was achieved by an increase in front swing speed (Figure 2C). At 61
days of age, mSOD1 mice displayed an increase in front swing speed (WT, 110.890 ± 0.989; mSOD1,
115.910 ± 0.802; p < 0.001). Significant differences between WT and mSOD1 mice (LRT diff = 33.07; p <
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0.001) persisted until 147 days of age. Interestingly, no differences in front stand phase were observed
between WT and mSOD1 mice (data not shown; LRT diff = 113.65; p < 0.001). Collectively, these
findings are corroborated by the increase in mSOD1 front duty cycle, compared to WT (Figure 2D; LRT
diff = 40.32; p < 0.001). An increase in front duty cycle verifies a shift within the forelimb step cycle such
that SOD1 mice are increasing time spent in stand vs. swing phase. From 61 to 91 days of age, we
identified a modest and consistent increase in mSOD1 front duty cycle (61 days of age: WT, 39.559 ±
0.591; mSOD1, 42.257 ± 0.479; p < 0.001). Again, at 101 days of age (WT, 39.332 ± 0.580; mSOD1,
41.826 ± 0.479; p = 0.001) and thereafter, a marked separation between WT and mSOD1 trajectories
existed, which persisted until end-stage (up to 149 days of age).
Together, the temporal forelimb biomechanical changes that appear concurrently with the hindlimb foot
drop present as a quickening in the steps of the forelimbs (increasing front swing speed/decreasing front
swing duration) allowing the mouse to carry more weight on the forelimbs (during stand phase) in order to
reduce stress on the hindlimbs. These forelimb biomechanical alterations likely compensate for the
hindlimb muscle weakness, identified by others at this time point (Hegedus et al., 2007), allowing
fundamental locomotor parameters, such as stride length or step cycle, to remain unaffected.
In further support that these changes are representative of a forward-shift in mSOD1 center-of-gravity, an
increase in mSOD1 front paw print length (LRT diff = 43.40; p < 0.001; Figure 2E) was identified at 61
days of age, compared to WT (WT, 0.818 ± 0.019; mSOD1, 0.869 ± 0.015; p = 0.037). A corresponding
increase in front paw print area (LRT diff = 45.44; p < 0.001) was also detected a short time later at 69
days of age (data not shown); of which both continued until late disease stage. No differences in paw print
width for the front or hind paws were identified throughout disease progression (data not shown). If the
mSOD1 forelimb changes identified thus far constitute a forward-shift in mSOD1 center-of-gravity to
counteract disease-induced hindlimb weakness, as evidenced by the foot drop symptom (increased hind
paw print length; Figure 2A), we also expected to see corresponding changes in mSOD1 paw print
intensities. As expected, the data revealed a significant and consistent decrease in the pressure applied by
the hind paws (max intensity at hind; Figure 2F). This decrease in max intensity at hind (LRT diff =
63.35; p < 0.001) was significant at 65 days of age (WT, 47.100 ± 1.968; mSOD1, 40.885 ± 1.607; p =
0.015) and persisted until end-stage (153 days of age). Max intensity at front showed a trend of increased
pressure of the front paws in mSOD1 mice compared to WT (LRT diff = 24.31; p < 0.001), however, these
differences were not significant (data not shown). Thus, these early changes in both front and hind paw
print size and intensity during the stand phase are consistent with the forelimb swing phase changes.
Suggesting that with the quickening of front stepping (increased front swing speed), the front paws are
experiencing more leg loading (increased front paw print length and decreased hind paw max intensity at).
The increased body weight placed on the forelimbs helps to explain why the duration of the front stand
phase remains unchanged, while a significant increase in the front swing speed or decrease in swing phase
duration (increased front duty cycle) minimally alters the biomechanical components of the step cycle
without altering fundamental locomotor parameters.
The last variable that helps shed light on this initial, forelimb compensatory mechanism, assesses temporal
components of the stand phase by measuring the duration of maximum paw contact. Max contact at is the
percentage of maximum contact of a paw during stand, or more specifically, a measure of the point at
which the braking phase turns into the propulsion phase during stand (Noldus, 2011). The stand phase can
be broken down into three parts or phases: the initial paw placement or the breaking phase, the full contact
phase, and the propulsion phase (Cohen and Gans, 1975). Max contact at front displayed a significant
decrease (LRT diff = 31.36; p < 0.001; Figure 2G) from 61 to 153 days of age in mSOD1 mice (WT,
39.173 ± 0.937; mSOD1, 34.408 ± 0.759; p < 0.001) compared to WT mice. The decrease in mSOD1 max
contact at front is likely due to the increased workload placed on the forelimbs and a requirement to devote
more energy and time to both the breaking and propulsion phases of stand, rather than the transition phase
or the point at which max contact at occurs.
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From 69–85 days of age, mSOD1 mice displayed a temporary, hindlimb compensatory
mechanism that resembled an exaggerated steppage gait
For the mSOD1 group as a whole, 69 days of age marked major changes in a set of hindlimb
biomechanical components. Interestingly, these changes were temporary and were only maintained for
approximately two weeks, adding further to the theory that these adjustments in biomechanical
components are compensatory mechanisms in response to progressive disease-induced effects.
The mSOD1 group experienced a decrease in hind swing phase (Figure 3A; LRT diff = 130.94; p < 0.001)
duration, likely achieved by an increase in hind swing speed (Figure 3B; LRT diff = 103.40; p < 0.001),
starting at 69 days of age (hind swing phase: WT, 0.087 ± 0.002; mSOD1, 0.078 ± 0.002; p = 0.005; hind
swing speed: WT, 109.790 ± 1.599; mSOD1, 114.560 ± 1.306; p = 0.021). In addition, the mSOD1 group
also displayed an increase in hind stand phase duration (Figure 3C; LRT diff = 429.27; p < 0.001) at 69
days of age (WT, 0.060 ± 0.002; mSOD1, 0.067 ± 0.002; p = 0.011). Consistent with the increase in hind
stand and the decrease in hind swing phase, an increase in hind duty cycle was expected and was present in
mSOD1 mice at 69 days of age (Figure 3D; LRT diff = 224.44; p < 0.001), compared to WT mice (WT,
39.783 ± 1.129; mSOD1, 43.744 ± 0.922; p = 0.007). When considered together, these hindlimb
adjustments resemble an exaggerated steppage gait. This classic gait abnormality is often observed in
patients with a severe foot drop caused by an injury or neurological disease that affects the muscle groups
responsible for dorsiflexion and plantarflexion (Djekidel and Harb, 2006). The steppage gait is
characterized by an exaggerated flexion of the hip and knee in an effort to raise the foot high enough to
prevent the toes from striking the ground during the swing phase (Alexander and Goldberg, 2005; Lavelle
and McKeigue, 2009).
While the foot drop symptom and exaggerated steppage gait are normally identified together in patients,
from the present longitudinal study, it is revealed that the foot drop symptom appears first, along with the
forelimb compensatory mechanism, at approximately 61 days of age (Figure 2). Shifting some of the body
weight to the forelimbs appears to effectively compensate for the hindlimb weakness and hind step cycle
components remain unchanged. However, after one week, disease progression has likely resulted in further
weakness and loss of control during plantarflexion and dorsiflexion, requiring additional adjustment in the
hindlimb biomechanical components. The exaggerated steppage gait involves more substantial changes to
the temporal components of the step cycle than those involved in the forward-shift center-of-gravity
mechanism described earlier, however, without kinematic measurements, these changes may not appear to
be as robust. The quickened step, involved in the hindlimb exaggerated steppage gait, requires picking up
the hind paw high enough to prevent tripping during the swing phase (compensation for a loss in
dorsiflexion). This motion involves increasing the swing speed (Figure 3B), decreasing the swing phase
duration (Figure 3A), increasing hind duty cycle (Figure 3D), and increasing the stand phase duration (
Figure 3C). The increased stand phase duration is typical for an exaggerated steppage gait and is often an
indication of further muscle weakness and a loss of control necessary for plantarflexion during the heel
strike or breaking phase (Djekidel and Harb, 2006). No significant differences in max contact at hind were
identified (LRT diff = 56.40; p < 0.001), suggesting that no adjustments were made within the hind stand
phase or that due to the forward-shift center-of-gravity compensatory mechanism, any changes in the
temporal components within the hind stand phase were not detectable.
Interestingly, unlike the initial set of forelimb biomechanical changes, these collective changes in mSOD1
hind step cycle components were only temporary. After 85 or 87 days of age, hind swing phase, hind stand
phase, hind swing speed, and hind duty cycle returned to WT levels (Figure 3) and the mSOD1 mice no
longer displayed the exaggerated steppage gait. No differences in any of these hind step cycle
biomechanical components were detected until much later and importantly, this later deviation from WT
was in the opposite direction from the temporary changes displayed from 69 to 85 days of age.
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Hind stand phase (Figure 3C) decreased in mSOD1 mice compared to WT at 117 days of age, (WT, 0.064
± 0.002; mSOD1, 0.052 ± 0.002; p < 0.001) and continued until end-stage. After 113 days of age, mSOD1
hind swing speed (Figure 3B) decreased significantly from the WT group (WT, 116.400 ± 1.599; mSOD1,
109.920 ± 1.394; p = 0.002; at 115 days of age), and remained consistent until end-stage was reached.
Hind swing phase (Figure 3A) duration remained steady, longitudinally, from 89 days of age until end-
stage, with no differences between mSOD1 and WT groups, however, hind duty cycle (Figure 3D)
trajectories revealed a decrease in the mSOD1 group starting at 127 days of age (WT, 39.817 ± 1.129;
mSOD1, 34.302 ± 1.107; p = 0.001). These findings suggest that disease progression has led to further
muscle weakness and loss of control and the hindlimb steppage gait is no longer able to effectively
compensate.
By 85 days of age, fundamental locomotor parameters are no longer maintained by
compensatory mechanisms in mSOD1 mice
During the time period from 69 to 85 days of age, mSOD1 mice maintained the temporary, hind
exaggerated steppage gait (Figure 3), as well as the 61 days of age forelimb compensatory changes (
Figure 2). Although mSOD1 mice consistently presented with the hind foot drop, for nearly a two-week
period (69–85 days of age), no other additional symptoms or compensatory changes were evident. Up to
this point no changes in fundamental locomotor parameters (e.g., stride length, cadence, etc.) or gross
motor parameters (e.g., distance travelled, max speed, etc.), had been detected, suggesting that the forelimb
and hindlimb compensatory mechanisms were sufficient to counteract the disease-induced muscle
weakness. However, by approximately 85 days of age, it was apparent that the compensatory mechanisms
were no longer effective, the hindlimb changes associated with the temporary steppage gait (Figure 3),
reverted back to WT levels. At this time, we also identified the first significant changes in fundamental
locomotor parameters.
Starting at 83 days of age, mSOD1 mice displayed a significant increase in cadence (Figure 4A; LRT diff
= 27.54; p < 0.001) compared to WT, until the mSOD1 mice reached end-stage (WT, 26.984 ± 0.300;
mSOD1, 27.817 ± 0.245; p = 0.025). Also, beginning at 83 days of age, mSOD1 hind stride length (
Figure 4B; LRT diff = 68.52; p < 0.001) became significantly reduced, in comparison to WT hind stride
length (WT, 9.226 ± 0.096; mSOD1, 8.947 ± 0.079; p = 0.025), and this difference was sustained
throughout disease progression. The most common coupling pattern used by mice in the present study was
one of the four diagonal paw coupling relationships, RH→LF. At 85 days of age, the mSOD1 group
displayed a decrease in the percent frequency of diagonal coupling RH→LF (Figure 4C; LRT diff =
70.52; p < 0.001), compared to WT (WT, 101.810 ± 0.834; mSOD1, 99.584 ± 0.681; p = 0.039), until end-
stage. While these changes in fundamental locomotor parameters could be defined as compensatory
mechanisms to counter the disease process, they are an important indicator that the weakness and loss of
motor control have reached a point where collective adjustments of biomechanical components are not
effective and/or no longer sustainable.
Major changes in gross motor parameters appear with mSOD1 disease progression
Starting at 88 days of age, mSOD1 mice displayed a significant and steady decline in motor score (
Figure 5A; LRT diff = 1052.67; p < 0.001; WT, 33.309 ± 0.974; mSOD1, 29.733 ± 0.795; p = 0.005). In
addition, while in the open field, the total distance travelled by mSOD1 mice (Figure 5B; LRT diff =
114.15; p < 0.001) was significantly reduced by 92 days of age (WT, 781.900 ± 73.429; mSOD1, 533.580
± 59.955; p = 0.009) in comparison to WT, until end-stage. At 95 days of age, we detected a significant
reduction in the maximum peak force generated by the mSOD1 forelimbs (Grip Strength-bar; Figure 5C;
LRT diff = 51.59; p < 0.001), vs. WT (WT, 50.243 ± 3.467; mSOD1, 38.371 ± 2.831; p = 0.008). These
findings suggest the mSOD1 mice were experiencing either forelimb muscle weakness or an overall
general weakness at 95 days of age. This muscle weakness, as identified by the Grip Strength-bar
continued until the mSOD1 mice were retired, after 158 days of age. Interestingly, grip strength testing is
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routinely used in ALS patient treatment programs (Dal Bello-Haas et al., 1998). Max speed, achieved in
the open field (Figure 5D; LRT diff = 375.81; p < 0.001), was significantly reduced, starting at 102 days
of age in mSOD1 mice (WT, 46.884 ± 2.114; mSOD1, 40.624 ± 1.726; p = 0.022) vs. WT, until end-stage.
At nearly the same time, mSOD1 mice revealed a change in the relative positions of the right paws, as
identified by the CatWalk variable, print positions right (Figure 5E; LRT diff = 266.68; p < 0.001), which
showed a significant increase in mSOD1 mice (WT, –0.104 ± 0.076; mSOD1, 0.214 ± 0.062; p = 0.001),
from 103 days of age until the mice were retired. While WT mice continued to increase in body weight
throughout the study, the mSOD1 group trajectory for body weight diverged from that of the WT group (
Figure 5F; LRT diff = 1, 721.06; p < 0.001); becoming statistically significant by 110 days of age (WT,
21.366 ± 0.375; mSOD1, 20.211 ± 0.306; p = 0.017). After 110 days of age, mSOD1 mice experienced a
steady decline in body weight.
In addition to these selected variables described, 16 additional variables were significantly different
between WT and mSOD1 mice (p ≤ 0.05) after 99 days of age. These variables included both gross motor
parameters and fundamental locomotor elements suggesting that impairment of gait, coordination, and
muscle strength are detectable only in later stages of disease. Data is not shown for these variables, but the
age range (days) of significant differences is included as well as the direction of the divergence of the
mSDO1 group trajectory vs. WT trajectory. Inter-paw coordination variables showed late differences
starting at 103 days of age and included: four lateral coupling patters (RF→RH: ↑ mSOD1 vs. WT from
107–153 days; LF→LH: ↓ mSOD1 vs. WT from 111-153 days; LH→LF: ↓ mSOD1 vs. WT from 111–153
days; RH→RF: ↑ mSOD1 vs. WT from 111–153 days), two diagonal coupling patters (LF→RH: ↑
mSOD1 vs. WT from 113–151 days; LH→RF: ↓ mSOD1 vs. WT from 111–151 days), diagonal support (↓
mSOD1 vs. WT from 115–143 days), NSSP Aa (alternate step pattern; ↓ mSOD1 vs. WT from 111–145
days), and regularity index (↓ mSOD1 vs. WT from 103–153 days). Gross motor parameters, Grip
Strength-grid (↓ mSOD1 vs. WT from 110–152 days) and front BOS (↑ mSOD1 vs. WT from 99–153
days) also showed differences between WT and mSOD1 trajectories during late disease stage. Lastly,
several fundamental locomotor elements related to the step cycle, also revealed late differences in mSOD1
mice: hind step cycle (↓ mSOD1 vs. WT from 105–153 days), hind single stance (↓ mSOD1 vs. WT from
105–153 days), front single stance (↓ mSOD1 vs. WT from 117–153 days), front stride length (↓ mSOD1
vs. WT from 105–153 days), and front step cycle (↓ mSOD1 vs. WT from 105–151 days).
mSOD1 subgroups displayed significant differences in survival and disease progression
rates
In addition to identifying symptom onset and disease progression, behavioral testing can also be useful in
determining disease progression rates and predicting disease severity and lifespan. Our lab has previously
identified two mSOD1 subgroups, an FPG and an SPG, with different disease phenotypes at 112 days of
age (Haulcomb et al., 2015). The present study determined that a combination of four variables (body
weight, motor score, print positions right, and max speed) could be used in a cluster analysis to classify the
mSOD1 mice into their respective subgroups (SPG n = 15; FPG n = 9). Survival analysis (Figure 6)
revealed a significant difference between the FPG and SPG (Chi square = 24.52; p < 0.0001). The FPG
displayed a severe disease phenotype with a median survival of only 133 days of age; mean survival age
129 ± 2.59 (SEM). The SPG showed a more mild disease phenotype surviving more than two weeks
longer than the FPG; median survival of 146 days of age; mean survival age 148 ± 2.25 (SEM).
In addition to confirming that the mSOD1 subgroups displayed a difference in overall survival, we also
analyzed the FPG and SPG trajectories for all 88 variables (previously analyzed in the WT and mSOD1
groups), but excluded the four variables used in the cluster analysis. We determined that a subset of
variables revealed the most significant differences between the FPG and SPG. These variables, discussed
below, are likely to be useful for monitoring disease progression rates among the mSOD1 subgroups.
Importantly, we determined that the biomechanical components involved in the early mSOD1
compensatory mechanisms (Figures 2–3) were not particularly useful in identifying differences between
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the subgroups. This suggests that programs used to monitor disease progression rates in ALS patients may
need to focus on distinct gait abnormalities than those identified as useful for diagnosis.
Front stride length (Figure 7A) was significantly reduced in the FPG vs. the SPG from as early as 55 days
of age (SPG, 9.068 ± 0.102; FPG, 8.642 ± 0.132; p = 0.011). Over the 34 Catwalk testing days, from 55
until 121 days of age (when the entire FPG had been retired), front stride length was significantly
decreased in the FPG, compared to the SPG, for a total of 29 days (p ≤ 0.05 on the following: 55, 57, 59,
61, 65, 67, 71, 73, 75, 81, 83, 85, 87, 89, 91, 95, 97, 99, 101, 103, 105, 107, 109, 111, 113, 115, 117, 119,
and 121 days of age). Hind stride length (Figure 7B) was also identified as significantly shorter in the FPG
compared to the SPG beginning at 55 days of age (SPG, 9.050 ± 0.108; FPG, 8.603 ± 0.139; p = 0.011).
Over the 34 Catwalk testing days, hind stride length was significantly decreased in the FPG, compared to
the SPG, for a total of 19 days (p ≤ 0.05 on the following: 55, 57, 59, 61, 67, 71, 75, 83, 87, 89, 91, 95, 97,
101, 103, 111, 113, 115, and 117 days of age).
Front step cycle duration (Figure 7C) was significantly decreased in the FPG compared to the SPG
beginning at 57 days of age (SPG, 0.149 ± 0.002; FPG, 0.135 ± 0.003; p < 0.001). Over the 34 Catwalk
testing days, front step cycle was significantly decreased in the FPG, compared to the SPG, a total of 14
days (p ≤ 0.05 on the following: 57, 61, 83, 89, 97, 99, 105, 107, 109, 113, 115, 117, 119, and 121 days of
age). Hind step cycle (Figure 7D) was significantly shorter in the FPG vs. the SPG over a total of eight
testing days, with the earliest differences detected at 57 days of age (SPG, 0.149 ± 0.002; FPG, 0.136 ±
0.003; p = 0.003). Hind step cycle differences were identified on the following days of age: 57, 61, 71, 97,
113, 115, 117, and 119 (p ≤ 0.05).
Front swing phase duration (Figure 7E) was significantly decreased in the FPG, compared to the SPG,
from the very first CatWalk testing day, 51 days of age (SPG, 0.092 ± 0.002; FPG, 0.084 ± 0.003; p =
0.016). Throughout the Catwalk testing days (55–121 days of age), the FPG front swing phase was
significantly shorter in duration, than that of the SPG, over 22 testing days (p ≤ 0.05 on the following: 51,
55, 57, 59, 63, 67, 75, 83, 89, 95, 97, 101, 103, 105, 107, 109, 111, 113, 115, 117, 119, and 121 days of
age).
Consistent with the differences between mSOD1 subgroup trajectories thus far, the FPG displayed an
increase in cadence, compared to the SPG (Figure 7F). The earliest significant increase in cadence was
detected at 53 days of age (SPG, 27.601 ± 0.341; FPG, 28.879 ± 0.440; p = 0.022). Fourteen out of 34
testing days revealed significant differences (p ≤ 0.05 on the following: 53, 57, 59, 61, 67, 75, 83, 89, 97,
101, 111, 113, and 117 days of age).
Two variables in particular stood out as revealing late, but significant differences in rates of decline
between the mSOD1 subgroups. These two variables, hind single stance and hind stand phase, may prove
useful in studies focused on altering disease progression rates after the onset of symptoms. Hind single
stance (Figure 7G) duration revealed no difference between mSOD1 subgroups until 93 days of age (SPG,
0.058 ± 0.002; FPG, 0.052 ± 0.002; p = 0.039). Starting at 97 days of age, the FPG displayed a rapid, and
consistent decline in hind single stance duration, until the last of the FPG mice were retired, at 121 days of
age (days of age with significant differences: 93, 97, 99, 101, 103, 105, 107, 109, 111, 113, 115, 117, 119,
and 121; p ≤ 0.05). Linear regression analysis of hind single stance from 97 days of age until both groups
were retired from CatWalk (153 days of age) revealed a significant difference in the slopes (F1,379 =
5.160; p = 0.024; SPG, slope = –0.000416, R  = 0.265; FPG, slope = –0.000757, R  = 0.212).
Hind stand phase (Figure 7H) duration revealed no difference between mSOD1 subgroups until 97 days of
age (SPG, 0.070 ± 0.003; FPG, 0.057 ± 0.003; p = 0.002). After which, the FPG displayed a rapid and
consistent decline in hind stand phase duration over the following days: 97, 99, 101, 103, 105, 107, 111,
113, 115, 117, 119, and 121; p ≤ 0.05. Linear regression analysis of hind single stance from 97 days of age
until groups were retired from CatWalk (153 days of age) did not reveal significant differences in the
slopes (F1,379 = 3.2713; p = 0.071; SPG, slope = –0.000772, R  = 0.347; FPG, slope = –0.00117, R  =
2 2
2 2
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0.225). However, when the slopes were compared from 97 until the FPG was retired (121 days of age),
significant differences in the slopes were apparent (F  = 14.03; p < 0.001; SPG, slope = –0.000430, R
= 0.132; FPG, slope = –0.00117, R  = 0.225). Thus, for actively monitoring disease progression between
groups within a study, the slopes of hind stand phase and hind single stance would likely prove to be very
useful.
Discussion
Motor impairments and compensatory changes in mSOD1 mice
We have performed an extensive longitudinal biomechanical analysis in mSOD1 mice using multiple
behavioral tests to assess motor deficits, changes in gait, and locomotor function. In the first aim of this
study, we identified distinct patterns of symptomatic changes in mSOD1 mice throughout the course of the
disease. These disease-induced effects began with significant alterations in basic biomechanical
components, then later developed into changes in fundamental locomotor elements, and ultimately
impaired mSOD1 locomotion. Our results demonstrate that a majority of the early changes are
compensatory in nature rather than direct measures of motor deficits.
Rodent locomotion is a complex process that can be broken down into fundamental elements and further,
into more basic mechanical components. In order for the animal to adapt to environmental or internal
changes that affect locomotion, the animal makes voluntary and involuntary adjustments to basic
biomechanical components. Collectively, these adjustments are compensatory mechanisms that allow the
animal to maintain the more fundamental locomotor elements, such as stride length and coupling patterns,
which are responsible for energy-efficient and effective locomotion. We have classified our behavioral
measurements, or variables, into three groups: biomechanical components, fundamental locomotor
elements, and gross motor parameters (see materials and methods: classification of variables). We
hypothesized that early, disease-induced effects would be revealed as compensatory mechanisms and
restricted to adjustments in distinct sets of biomechanical components, while later changes will include
fundamental locomotor elements and finally, changes in gross motor parameters will become apparent as
paralysis occurs.
The present study revealed that the earliest biomechanical adjustments, in response to mSOD1 disease
progression, occur at 61 days of age. These changes included the presence of a hindlimb motor
impairment, likely an early symptom of disease, along with significant changes to several forelimb
biomechanical components that appeared to compensate for this early hindlimb motor deficit (Figure 2).
The hindlimb defect was identified by an increase in hind paw print length and print area. While an
increase in paw print length and surface area can suggest an increase in weight-bearing of the hindlimbs,
this theory was not supported when taken into context with the additional changes that occurred at 61 days
of age. These additional changes revealed a shift in the phases of the front step cycle: an increase in swing
speed, such that the paw is placed in the stand phase more quickly (quickened front steps), and an increase
in the surface area of the front paw coupled with a decrease in hind paw pressure. Together, these changes
suggest a shift in the center-of-gravity, away from the hindlimbs and over the forelimbs. While these
compensatory mechanisms can differ between quadrupedal and bipedal subjects, a similar center-of-mass
shifting has been well documented in humans affected by neurological disorders (Desai and Swash, 1999;
Horak et al., 2005; Morgan et al., 2007; Chen and Chou, 2010). We conclude that these collective changes
(Figure 2) are indicative of a forelimb compensatory mechanism, initiated to counteract underlying
disease-induced hindlimb weakness, which is revealed by the presence of the hindlimb motor deficit
resembling the classic gait abnormality, foot drop (Alexander and Goldberg, 2005; Djekidel and Harb,
2006; Morgan et al., 2007). Identification of hindlimb foot drop in mSOD1 mice at 61 days of age is
supported by others who have shown that, by 60 days of age, only 50% of intact motor units remain in the
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2007). In addition, foot drop is an early gait abnormality that often affects ALS patients (Smith and Norris,
1975; Dal Bello-Haas et al., 1998; Alexander and Goldberg, 2005).
For a limited time, these initial mSOD1 forelimb changes appear to compensate for the progressive,
underlying disease-induced weakness, as no additional changes in biomechanical components were
identified and, more importantly, fundamental locomotor parameters were maintained, as compared to WT.
However, starting at 69 days of age, we identified a second set of adjustments in biomechanical
components that appear to be representative of a hindlimb compensatory mechanism. These hindlimb
changes somewhat mirrored the earlier forelimb biomechanical component adjustments and included
increased swing speed, decreased swing phase duration, and increased duty cycle (Figure 3). Although,
these hindlimb changes were more encompassing in that they also included an increase in stand phase
duration, which was not seen as part of the forelimb compensatory changes. Notably, the significant shift
to more time spent in hind stand phase was not accompanied by an increase in hind paw intensity. To the
contrary, the decreased intensity of the hind paw prints, identified with the initial forelimb center-of-
gravity shift, experienced an even further reduction in hind paw print intensity at 69 days of age (
Figure 2F). These data reveal that mSOD1 mice are compensating for further disease-induced changes by
utilizing an exaggerated steppage gait, which is seen in ALS patients and often accompanies the foot drop
gait abnormality (Ben Hamida et al., 1990; Rainero et al., 1994; Alexander and Goldberg, 2005).
Again, for a period of time, the combination of the mSOD1 compensatory mechanisms, i.e., a forward-
shift in center-of-gravity and exaggerated hind steppage gait, appeared to successfully compensate for
disease progression as no additional changes in other variables were identified, fundamental locomotor
parameters were maintained, and gross motor parameters remained unaffected. However, at 85 days of age,
it became evident that the severity of muscle weakness and loss of motor control had reached a stage
where mSOD1 mice were no longer able to maintain the hind steppage gait (Figure 3), or it was no longer
effective, and significant changes were seen in fundamental locomotor parameters. These changes included
an increase in cadence, a decrease in hind stride length, and a reduction in the most common inter-paw
coupling pattern (Figure 4). While these changes are often viewed as more significant and have been
traditionally considered motor impairments, they are still arguably a method of compensation. These
changes in fundamental locomotor parameters allow the mice to maintain gross motor parameters, such as
distance travelled and max speed in the open field.
Starting at 88 days of age, and thereafter, it was apparent that disease progression had resulted in
significant motor impairment and compensatory mechanisms, even those involving adjustments in
fundamental locomotor elements, were insufficient to counteract the loss of motor control, muscle
strength, coordination, etc. (Figure 5).
We conclude that compensatory mechanistic changes dominate the initial, disease-induced changes. These
early symptomatic changes are restricted to alterations in sets of biomechanical components which allow
for the maintenance of more complex locomotor variables. In mSOD1 studies and in the clinical setting,
programs that specifically monitor the progression of disease should be geared towards detecting and
evaluating compensatory changes, particularly at early stages of disease. At later stages of disease, these
patterns in locomotor changes can be especially useful in identifying disease progression rates.
Variability in disease progression and survival
It is well established that the variability in disease progression and the severity of ALS poses challenges to
patients, physicians, and for studies such as clinical trials. However, this variability also implies the
existence of disease modifiers that have a significant impact on disease progression and survival. Thus,
there is a need to identify non-invasive tests to monitor symptom progression and, therefore, predict
disease progression rates of patients. Classifying these patients may further our understanding of the
impact of genetics and environmental factors that might affect disease severity.
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While studies focused on underlying mechanisms of disease variability in patients are confounded by
genetic heterogeneity and uncontrolled environmental factors, research using the mSOD1 mouse model
has revealed great potential. For example, Nardo et al. (2013) performed transcriptome analysis throughout
disease on spinal cord tissue of mSOD1  mice on the C57 background (slowly progressing) and the
129Sv background (rapidly progressing), and identified increased expression of immune-related genes in
the slowly progressing group. While this comparison is useful, searching for genetic differences between
two different background strains still involves challenges in determining of which strain-specific
differences contribute to the disparities in disease progression and survival. It is well known that the
B6SJL hybrid background displays a relatively high variability in disease progression compared to other
background strains, providing a unique opportunity to search for genetic modifiers of disease (Hamson et
al., 2002; Heiman-Patterson et al., 2005., 2011). The challenge in using a single strain as a model for
disease variability is the necessity to accurately identify the subgroups and to do so at a relatively early
time point, such that subsequent analysis can be performed during disease progression.
Using the SJLB6 hybrid background, our lab has previously used cluster analysis to identify two mSOD1
subgroups (FPG and SPG), with different disease progression rates, based on analysis of motor score. The
more rapid disease progression rate of the FPG correlated with increased disease-induced mRNA
expression in the facial motor nucleus at 112 days of age (Haulcomb et al., 2015). In the second aim of the
present study, we utilized the wealth of behavioral data generated and improved upon our previous method
of B6SJL mSOD1 subgroup identification. In this study, we identified a set of four variables that, when
used in combination with the KML3D cluster analysis, can demarcate the FPG and SPG. The FPG
displayed a more severe disease phenotype, complete with a mean and median survival age that was more
than two weeks earlier than that of the SPG. In addition, mouse trajectories of fundamental locomotor
elements revealed an increase in the severity of symptoms and a steeper decline in motor function,
between the FPG and SPG. Interestingly, the set of variables that identified the early disease-induced
compensatory changes in mSOD1 mice vs. WT were different than the variables used to identify the
mSOD1 subgroups, as well as those variables that most accurately analyze the differences in disease
progression among the mSOD1 subpopulations. This suggests that while compensatory changes may be
useful in identifying disease onset, impairments in gross motor parameters or fundamental locomotor
elements, should be considered when the focus is on disease progression and identifying subgroups. The
ability to identify mSOD1 subgroups with the same background strain, but different disease phenotypes,
presents a unique opportunity to search for genetic modifiers or other factors that may be enhancing or
slowing disease progression. These unknown factors are possible therapeutic targets with the potential to
slow disease progression and/or provide insight into the underlying pathology and disease mechanisms.
Conclusion
The ability of various gait alterations and functional assessments to identify disease onset and progression
rate suggests that these methods could be useful in clinical diagnosis and patient-focused monitoring
programs. Recent, large epidemiology studies that have focused on gait abnormalities and changes across
time have successfully correlated specific motor impairments with various neurological disorders, risk of
institutionalization, and survival (Verghese et al., 2002, 2006, 2010; Alexander and Goldberg, 2005;
Morgan et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2009; Moon et al., 2016). However, among common adult neurological
disorders, ALS has been identified as having one of the highest variabilities in gait abnormalities, or motor
symptoms (Moon et al., 2016), which parallels the wide variability in survival (Ratovitski et al., 1999;
Grohme et al., 2001; Czaplinski et al., 2006). The present study, utilizing the highly variable B6SJL
mSOD1 mouse model, suggests that certain functional changes might be more useful in diagnosis rather
than predicting disease progression rate, and vice versa. Patient-focused treatment programs, typically
involve functional evaluations across time, which provide a framework for monitoring as well as therapy
throughout the disease process (Sinaki and Mulder, 1978; Dal Bello-Haas et al., 1998). Liu et al. (2009)
used electrophysiological and additional tests to evaluate ALS patients for several months and classified
G93A




them into three different groups, based on progression rate. Others have used advanced imaging techniques
to identify patients with more rapidly progressing disease courses (Senda et al., 2017). While these
methods have proven useful for predicting disease severity and clinical course, they can be time
consuming and costly. The present study highlights the usefulness of longitudinal assessments in
biomechanical, locomotor, and gross motor changes in disease diagnosis, determining disease progression
rate and potentially, predicting lifespan.
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Figure 1
Depiction of the rodent step cycle.
The rodent step cycle (s) of an individual paw/limb consists of a swing phase (s) and a stand phase (s). Right hind step
cycle includes the swing phase, where the paw is elevated (A) and the stand phase (B, C), where the paw is placed on the
ground. The right front step cycle is identical to the hind step cycle, with respect to both the stand phase (A, B) and swing
phase (C). Adapted from Scholle et al. (2010).
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Figure 2
mSOD1  hindlimb foot drop and forelimb compensatory mechanism.
Initial biomechanical changes in mSOD1 mice (n = 24), compared to WT mice (n = 16), began at 61 days of age and
resemble hindlimb foot drop and a forward-shift in the center-of-gravity, likely a forelimb compensatory mechanism. (A)
Increased hind paw print length in mSOD1 vs. WT, was identified as early as 61 days of age and persisted until 129 days
of age. (B) Front swing phase duration was decreased in mSOD1 mice between 61–147 days of age and was likely due to
an increase in mSOD1 front swing speed (C) from 61–147 days of age. (D) Front duty cycle was also increased in
mSOD1 mice between 61–91 and 101–149 days of age. (E) Increased front paw print length was detected in mSOD1 mice
at 61–149 days of age, compared to WT mice. (F) Max intensity at hind was decreased in mSOD1 mice between 65–149
days of age, relative to WT mice, while max contact at front (G) was reduced in mSOD1 mice between 61–149 days of
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age, compared to WT mice. Data was generated using the CatWalk and expressed as mean ± SEM; *Significant
differences between WT and mSOD1 groups were determined using Linear Mixed Model with Repeated Measures (see
methods; p ≤ 0.05). Data after 150 days of age not shown. WT: Wild-type; mSOD1 : superoxide dismutase-1, glycine
93 to alanine mutation.
G93A
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Figure 3
Temporary hindlimb steppage gait in mSOD1  mice.
mSOD1 mice display temporary, hindlimb compensatory changes from 69–85 days of age. Starting at 51 days of age,
mSOD1 (n = 24) and WT mice (n = 16) were assessed using the CatWalk. (A) Hind swing phase duration was temporarily
decreased in mSOD1 vs. WT mice from 69–87 days of age. (B) Hind swing speed was temporarily increased in mSOD1
mice between 69–85 days of age, then decreased compared to WT mice from 115–149 days of age. (C) Hind stand phase
duration was temporarily increased in mSOD1 mice (69–85 days of age), then displayed a decrease in mSOD1 vs. WT
from 117–149 days of age. (D) Hind duty cycle was temporarily increased in mSOD1 mice (69–85 days of age), followed
by a decrease in mSOD1 vs. WT from 127–149 days of age. Data expressed as mean ± SEM; *Significant differences
between WT and mSOD1 groups determined using Linear Mixed Model with Repeated Measures (see methods; p ≤ 0.05).
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Figure 4
Fundamental locomotor parameters are impaired in mSOD1  mice as the earlier hindlimb compensatory changes
fade.
At 83 days of age, mSOD1 mice (n = 24) display an increase in cadence (mean steps/s of all paws; A) and a decrease in
hind stride length (B) compared to WT mice (n = 16). (C) The most commonly used coupling pattern, right hind
(RH)→left front (LF), was significantly reduced, as a percentage during the step cycle, in mSOD1 mice from 85–149
days of age. Locomotor parameters were measured using the CatWalk. Data expressed as mean ± SEM; *Significant
differences between WT and mSOD1 groups determined using Linear Mixed Model with Repeated Measures (see
methods; p ≤ 0.05). Data after 150 days of age not shown. WT: Wild-type; mSOD1 : superoxide dismutase-1, glycine
93 to alanine mutation.
G93A
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Figure 5
Gross motor impairments and muscular deficits apparent in mSOD1  mice between 88–110 days of age.
(A) Motor score in mSOD1 mice (n = 24) decreased compared to WT mice (n = 16) as early as 88 days of age. (B) Total
distance traveled in open field was reduced in mSOD1 mice from 92–150 days of age, compared to WT mice. (C) Grip
Strength of the front limbs, as measured by the bar attachment, was assessed starting at 67–158 days of age. A decrease in
Grip Strength of mSOD1 mice (n = 23), relative to WT mice, was observed from 95–158 days of age. (D) Max speed
achieved in open field was reduced in mSOD1 mice from 102–150 days of age. (E) Relative placement of the right paws
(print positions right) was significantly altered in mSOD1 mice compared to WT from 103–149 days of age. (F) Mean
body weight of mSOD1 mice was statistically and consistently lower than WT weight starting as early as 110 days of age.
Only every other data point is shown for body weight. Data expressed as mean ± SEM; *Significant differences between
WT and mSOD1 groups determined using Linear Mixed Model with Repeated Measures (see methods; p ≤ 0.05). Data
after 150 days of age not shown in panels A, B, D–F. Parameters measured using the CatWalk (E), ANY-Maze (B, D), and
Grip Strength-bar test (C). WT: Wild-type; mSOD1 : superoxide dismutase-1, glycine 93 to alanine mutation.
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Figure 6
Survival analysis of mSOD1  subgroups.
K-Means for Joint Longitudinal Data (KML3D) cluster analysis was performed by combining the trajectories of four
locomotor parameters (motor score, body weight, print positions right, and max speed) to identify two mSOD1 subgroups
with significantly different disease progression rates. Survival analysis reveals a significant difference in the lifespan of
the fast disease progression group (FPG; red; n = 9) and the slow disease progression group (SPG; blue; n = 15). Logrank
(Mantel-Cox) test. mSOD1 : superoxide dismutase-1, glycine 93 to alanine mutation.
G93A
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Figure 7
Fundamental locomotor parameters revealed significant differences in disease progression between mSOD1
subgroups: the fast progression group (FPG) and the slow progression group (SPG).
Locomotor parameters were measured using the CatWalk. A total of 34 testing days were performed before all FPG mice
were retired from CatWalk, at 121 days of age. (A) Front stride length was significantly decreased in the FPG (n = 9) vs.
SPG (n = 15) across 29 testing days, starting at 55 days of age. Hind stride length (B) was also reduced in the FPG vs.
SPG across 19 testing days, beginning at 55 days of age. Both front step cycle (C) and hind step cycle (D) were also
decreased in the FPG, starting at 57 days of age, compared to the SPG. Over the 34 CatWalk testing days, front step cycle
significantly differed 14 days, while hind step cycle differed eight days. (E) Front swing phase duration was significantly
reduced in the FPG vs. SPG staring at 51 days of age, for a total of 22 days. (F) Cadence (mean steps/s) was increased in
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the FPG vs. SPG, for a total of 14 testing days, beginning at 53 days of age. (G) Hind single stance phase duration
revealed a delayed difference in between FPG vs. SPG, beginning at 97 days of age (SPG slope = –0.000416; FPG slope =
–0.000757). (H) Similarly, hind stand phase duration also revealed a significant difference between FPG (slope = –
0.00117) and SPG (slope = –0.000430) starting at 97 days of age. Data expressed as mean ± SEM. *Significant
differences between WT and mSOD1 groups determined using Linear Mixed Model with Repeated Measures (see
methods; p ≤ 0.05). Data after 150 days of age not shown. WT data is shown as a single regression line for comparison
purposes only (models: cubic for A; quadratic for B–H). WT: Wild-type; mSOD1 : superoxide dismutase-1, glycine
93 to alanine mutation.
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